
Submission to Review of Sydney Harbour REP 

 

The Present Status of Woodford Bay 

Woodford Bay has some 250 licensed moorings which I understand is the largest number 
of any waterway in Sydney Harbour. 

Presently Woodford Bay is classified as zone 8 – passive recreational use not 
withstanding its historical prominence as the home for a very large number of boats. 

The Issue with the Present Status 

Not withstanding its prominence to the boating community, much of its foreshores are 
among the most inhospitable for boaters trying to access their vessels. 

Much of the Northwood foreshore comprises a rock platform at or near the low water 
mark which has been, through historic weathering covered by large fallen rocks now 
oyster encrusted and unstable under foot. 

Those wishing to access the river are obliged to negotiate this perilous crossing to clear 
water. 

The crossing is dangerous particularly for the more senior members of our community 
whose sense of balance is compromised through age. Any stumble will lead to serious 
lacerations. 

Those attempting to launch dinghies are at particular risk to injury.  

The area is unsuitable to launching inflatable dinghies and hence there is a preponderance 
of old and unsightly dinghies littering Lloyd Reece reserve. 

While the present controls permit dinghy launching skids they prohibit jetties. 

A launching skid does little to assist the boater as it substitutes one slippery oyster 
encrusted route for another. 

The Proposed Solution. 

The present access problem can be overcome by permitting the presently inclined dinghy 
skid to be raised to horizontal so as to provide a “board-walk” terminating in steps to 
overpass the dangerous rocky foreshore interface to clearer water ,  

While this might appear to some as a jetty presently prohibited in zone 8 waterways, the 
structure will have very limited value to berth vessels given the shallow water available 
so that it does not function as a jetty. 

Permissive use of jetties would also be a solution if the Committee is so minded. 

A horizontally orientated platform will also permit the rigging of sailing dinghies 
presently denied by the rocky Northwood foreshore. 

Public Benefit 



While these structures are owned by the land holder, they operate under licence from the 
RMS and would be available for use by the public at large for passive recreational use 
such as fishing etc. 

Improved access would encourage swimmers back to improved water quality of the river  

Request of consideration 

I respectfully request the Committee to give earnest consideration to my submission 
which provides increased amenity to the boating community as well as the public at 
large. 

The variation being sought is minor and does not have any negative environmental 
impacts. 

Thanking you for your consideration 

 

Robert & Katie Wechsler 
113A Northwood Rd 
Northwood NSW 2066 
0413 733663 


